MY ARCHETYPE
Australian Design Talisman
Handcrafted Gemstone Jewellery

www.myarchetype.com.au

Inspired by the archetypes and nature, at the heart of each design and
talisman piece is an energy to empower you on your journey of self-discovery.
As an Alchemist Archetype I love the process of transformation and effecting
positive change in this world.
Tri Anahata x
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MY ARCHETYPE

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN- reclaimed and
recycled silver, durable not disposable,
zero plastic and no waste.

LIMITED
EDITION

LIMITED EDITIONS- original, unique
designs in small production runs.
Quality over quantity.

HANDMADE TO LAST- handcrafted
using ancient artisan techniques.
Made with love and care.

ETHICS WITH AESTHETICS- fair-trade
ethical stones for positive energy.
Vegan and eco-conscious.

Original Australian Design Jewellery
inspired by the archetypes and nature,
and charged with an energy to
empower contemporary women on the
path of self-discovery.
Eco-consciously and sustainably
handcrafted using natural gemstones
and crystals, reclaimed precious metals
and ancient artisan techniques.

MY ARCHETYPE MUSES

Cath-Environmental Activist and Community
Cath-Enviromental activist and local radio
Radio Presenter

presenter

Bea-Brazilian Marine Biologist
and Ayurveda student

Lana-Small business owner
and women’s charity volunteer
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Lilly-Marine Biology student

THUNDERBIRD collection
The Thunderbird is believed to rule the weather
creating rain, wind, hail and snow and is important for
agriculture and crops in a desert land. When the
thunderbird is angry, it flashes lightning from its eyes
and creates thunder with its massive wings.
This beaded necklace features a thunderbird pendant
hand-carved by an indigenous Pueblo artisan from
reconstituted turquoise.
Necklace design hand-strung in Australia by a Reiki
Master using ethically sourced fair-trade African
Turquoise heishi beads and Hematite heishi Beads.
On each side of the pendant, Karen Hill Tribe Fine Silver
beads are featured and finished with a Sterling Silver
Clasp.

THUNDERBIRD collection

EARTH ANGEL collection
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EARTH ANGEL collection
For the Earth Angels among us this handmade
sterling silver ring is designed for you. Two beautifully
carved wings embrace a large natural precious
crystal gemstone.
Choose from Rainbow Moonstone for balance,
harmony and hope or Rose Quartz for universal love
and peace
This Wisdom pendant has been designed for a
special wearer, the Wise Woman who shares her
knowledge through her story and the three engraved
triangles represents the element of Water (cleansing,
supporting, giver of life), divine feminine energy and
wisdom.
Specially selected AAA grade natural gemstones of
Angelite and Labradorite from Canada generate an
easy flow of energy through mind, body and spirit.
Handcrafted round pendant in sterling silver with
hammered detail and laser engraved design.
Wisdom Sterling Silver pendant and detachable
Rondelle bead necklace in Angelite/Labradorite/and
Sterling Silver.
Earth Angel Sterling Silver Rainbow Moonstone or
Rose Quartz ring.

SHAKTI collection

Chakra 7 Semi-precious stone

SHAKTI

SHAKTI collection
Shakti is the Mother Goddess of feminine energy, universal
life source and creativity providing strength, restoring
balance and power.
The Shakti Cuff Bangle is handcrafted and forged from
recycled Sterling Silver 925 with an oxidised finish that
highlights the brilliance and diamond cut of each stone. The
seven chakras from Root Chakra to Crown Chakra are
represented. AAA Grade semi-precious natural stones of
Citrine, Iolite, Blue Topaz and Green, Lemon and Smoky
Quartz have been sourced responsibly and ethically for
positive energy.
A solid 43 grams in weight which includes the 7 semiprecious stones, each 8mm in diameter.
The Shakti Chakra ring is available in the Heaven and Earth
stone choices
For grounding, creative and supportive energy the Earth
Ring has the three chakras represented from Root (Smoky
Topaz), Sacral (Citrine), and Solar Plexus (Lemon Quartz).
For clarity, communication and wisdom the Heaven option
with Throat Chakra (Blue Topaz), Third Eye Chakra (Iolite)
and Crown Chakra (Amethyst).
Quality and solid 13 grams in weight including semiprecious stones. 16mm band width at the front and 6mm at
the back.
Shakti Cuff Bangle Limited Edition Rings
Shakti rings Limited Edition Bangles

MY ARCHETYPE
FREYJA collection
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FREYJA collection
Freyja, the norse goddess became famous for her
fondness of love, beauty, and fine material
possessions……the quintessential “party girl”.
With this archetype you appreciate exquisitely
beautiful pieces and will want to adorn yourself
with skilfully handcrafted sterling silver bangles.
Wear singularly or stack for your own unique style.
Forged from recycled sterling silver with a
hammered polished finish and bezel set AA Grade
semi-precious natural stones sourced responsibly
and ethically.
Freyja Sterling Silver bangles in Emerald (5
stones), and Tanzanite, Iolite, Citrine and Garnet (8
stones). Internal diameter is 67 mm and fits most
sizes, 3mm width and 1.5mm thickness for long
lasting quality.
Freyja Sterling Silver rings in Emerald (1 stone),
Tanzanite (2 stones), Iolite (3 stones), Multi-stone
(1 x Tanzanite, 1 x Citrine and 1 x Emerald). All
bezel set for a contemporary style. 3mm wide
band and 1.5mm thickness.
Freyja Sterling Silver drop disc and circle earrings.
AA Grade semi-precious natural stones of Garnet,
Sky Topaz, Rhodolite, Black Onxy and Amethyst.
Oxidised finish on the circles with a hammered
polished finish on the round disc.
Freya Stackable Bangles, Rings and Drop Earrings

ROYAL GRACE collection

ROYAL GRACE collection

The Royal Grace ring is the perfect ring for the
modern day princess. Inspired by the Princess of
Monaco and the "Queen archetype" which
represents female sovereignty, leadership and
loyalty. Queen women attract the finer things in
life.
Impeccably handcrafted in Sterling Silver this
multi-stone ring is a limited edition with specially
selected AAA grade quality natural gemstones.
Featuring a 10mm round cabochon amethyst or
pink chalcedony. Two smaller 4mm gemstones
highlight the beautiful central semi-precious stone.
Pink Chalcedony is a stone of optimism, joy and
love.
Amethyst promotes tranquility and the colour
purple was often associated with royalty.
AA Grade semi-precious natural stones sourced
responsibly and ethically. Handcrafted and forged
from recycled sterling silver.
Royal Grace Sterling Silver rings in Amethyst/
Citrine, Amethyst/Amethyst, Pink Chalcedony/
Garnet, Pink Chalcedony/Peridot

